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Second meeting of March (03/27) 

 

Attendance: 

Nicholas Rogers 

John Malloy 

James Loy 

Munira Shahir 

Truptiben Sindhi 

Andreas Seas 

Amir Salar Sephehri 

Delana Gregg 

 

Topics: 

 

Lunch in the Lounge: 

 The March Lunch in the Lounge will need to be dropped due to time constraints around 
other events occurring. Dr. Anderson was planning to head the event, but appears 

incapable of continuing with the event. 

 The Dr. Hrabowski Lunch in the Lounge event is all set up for April. 

Elections: 

 Nick will ask Delana to work on the election ballot as he and John are planning to run for 
their position again; their participation would pose a conflict of interests. 

Retriever Bowl: 

 We are almost finished preparing this event. We need an estimation of participants to 
order pizza for the event. Since we decided against a sign-up, it is difficult to estimate the 

turnout. It was decided that we will order pizza for fifty, which should cover our event. 

 Andreas has worked on the presentation compiling the questions. There are an upwards 

of fifty questions prepared. Fifteen questions per round should get us around three 

rounds. 



 Nick, John, and James will cycle off reading the questions for each round. We will need a 
spreadsheet to store and track scores, preferably on a computer. Our slides will include 

fifteen questions in five question sets, which will then be followed by the answers to the 

previous questions after each round. After each five question set, teams will turn in 

papers to be graded during the remainder of the round. In-between rounds, we will offer 

questions that are just for fun while people grab a bite to eat and scoring occurs. The final 

round will be between the final three teams, so making the final round guarantees a prize. 

In the event of a tie, we have plans for a difficult tie-breaker question. 

 We have our top three prizes: Capital City tickets and Quadmania tickets for first prize, a 

Chik-fil-a basket for second prize, and bowling tickets for the third prize, which are all 

accounted for. Quadmania tickets will not be available until next Friday after the event, 

so the prize will be awarded in advance of their availability. Our final Quadmania ticket 

will be a door prize for attending the event, to be given away halfway through the event 

to keep people’s interest. 

 Advertising is critical at the moment. Spreading our fliers around campus as soon as 
possible to maximize awareness for our event is the main focus until the day of the event. 

 Volunteering for event: many HCC officers are capable of making the event for the 
duration, and with the simplicity of the event means just the officers should suffice. 

Lecture Hall 2 is ours for the entire evening so we can prepare as early as 6:15. Nick will 

go early to test the computer in the Meyerhoff lecture hall before the event to make sure 

it is capable of running our event. 

 For tear down, we will need trash bags to recycle our waste and cans. 


